




Letter to the Students

Dear Upward Bound students,

that which is truly magnificent, beautiful, uplifting and joyfill. Your life is always moving

toward something.,, If you are not moving forward, you are falling behind. Keep striving to reach

your goals.

You have gained many valuable experiences this summer that will help you become successful

in college. You lived in a college dorm for six weeks, formed true friendships, and have enriched

yourselves academically, which will help you immensely as you start the school year.

I hope you are proud of what you have accomplished. I have witnessed all of you stretch

out of your comfort zones and transform before my eyes. Thank you fbr letting me be a part of

your remarkable summer. I cannot wait to see the "destiny" that awaits you. Always believe in

All of my best,

Mrs. Dawn Harding

Director, Upward Bound

Congratulations on successfully completing the Upward Bound summer residential experience.

Your theme, "Controlling Your Destiny'' is very appropriate because by joining Upward Bound,

you have taken the first step in taking charge of your educational journey. The power to control 

your future lies within each and every one of you. Upward Bound provides the necessary tools, 

but you are the one responsible fbr the implementation. To quote Ralph Marston, "Your destiny

yourself because the best is yet to come.

is to fulfill those things upon which you fbcus most intently. So choose to keep your focus on
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Dear Upward Bound Staff,

things from making

Thank you so much

Faculty::

i
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James Blaum 
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Sara Eneboe 
Paul Evans 
Lisa Granahan 
Tabitha Hylton 
Kaitlyn Knick 
Leonard Lojewski 
Lynne Mariani 
Darren Moore

Mark Moran 
Linda Pineno 
MaryAnn Rizzo 
Kristen Rock 
Samantha Schugardt
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割. Bobbielynn Richardson
.Peter Tuzzo

The 2015 Literary Magazine staff would like to thank you all 
for giving us the amazing opportunity of experiencing what 
college life is actually like. You have helped us with so many 

us feel welcomed when we first arrived 
to providing us with activities to do every day. We realize 
that we are not the only ones that gave up six weeks of their 
summer for this program, you did too. We thank you for 
devoting these past six weeks to us. You have given us advice 
on which colleges to select, and you've helped us prepare for 
our classes for the upcoming year. You have even helped 
some of us do our laundry. We thank you for keeping us 
motivated throughout the program. Finally, as you have 
wished us success in the future, we would also like to wish 
you a successful future.



Excerpts from Response Letters to President Obama:

"Mr. President, I promise that I will try my best to become successful." - Katrina Dillion

"Mr. President, I will try hard, and I will succeed." - Morgan Reese

—:
here in

books, equipment and computers you need to learn. But you*ve got to do your part too. So I
you need to answer these questions. Pm working hard to fix up your classrooms and get you the 
books, equipment and computers you need to learn. But you*ve got to do your part too. So I 
expect you to get serious this year. I expect you to put your best effort into everything you do. I

“Mr. President, I understand that education is very important, and I promise to give it 100 
percent to make myself and my family proud." - Emmanual Edouko

that until you join student government or the debate team. And no matter what you want to do
• - .................................................................... . ‘---------，一一…，or £

You can read the whole speech at 
hUD：〃w\\'\\'.\\'hilchouse.Qov/MediaRcsourccs/PrcDaredSchoolReniarks/ .

“Mr. President, I will keep trying to do my best in school, and in everything that I do. I 
will continue to give back to my community, and hopefully I can make a small change in 
this world." - Lizbeth Torras

expect great things from each of you. So don't let us down - don't let your family or your 
country or yourself down. Make us all proud. I know you can do it.

“Mr. President, Pve learned that nothing is impossible, and because of that I plan on 
shooting for the stars. I will take responsibility for my education in order to be the best that 
I can be." - Haley Perrego

social studies to fight poverty and homelessness, crime and discrimination, and make our nation 
more fair and more free. You'll need the creativity and ingenuity you develop in all your classes 
to build new companies that will create new jobs and boost our economy. We need every single 
one of you to develop your talents, skills and intellect so you can help solve our most difficult 
problems. If you don't do that - if you quit on school - you're not just quitting on yourself 
you're quitting on your country. Now I know it's not always easy to do well in school. I know a 
lot of you have challenges in your lives right now that can make it hard to focus on your 
school work.... Where you are right now doesn't have to determine where you'll end up. No one's 
written your destiny for you. Here in America, you write your own destiny. You make your own 
future. So today, I want to ask you, what's your contribution going to be? What problems are you 
going to solve? What discoveries will you make? What will a president who comes - 
twenty or fifty or one hundred years say about what all of you did for this country? Your 
families, your teachers, and I are doing everything we can to make sure you have the education

The following are excerpts from the speech by Bresiaent tiaracK b .
on iciiiuci s 如七g二二=£ was asked to read this speech, and

response letter to the President. On the next page, you will find excerpts from their

“Mr・ President, I plan on studying hard every day to make sure that I succeed in school. 
One day, I will become an engineer." - Brian Springer

What is your own big plan?

珏云尽=:=杖 from the speech by President Barack Obama given in Arlington, 
Virginia on September 8, 2009. The Literary Magazine class 一 - 
writeai—r 一一 - ' ~ ，―c 5'
letters.

at the end of the dav, we can have the most dedicated teachers, the most supportive parents, 
and the best schools in the world - and none of it will matter unless all of you fulfill your 
responsibilities. Unless you show up to those schools; pay attention to those teachers; listen to 
your parents, grandparents and other adults; and put in the hard work it takes to succeed. And 
that's what I want to focus on today: the responsibility each of you has for your education. I want 
to start with the responsibility you have to yourself. Every single one of you has something 
you're good at. Every single one of you has something to offer. And you have a responsibility to 
yourself to discover what that is. Thafs the opportunity an education can provide. Maybe you 
could be a good writer - maybe even good enough to write a book or articles in a newspaper - 
but you might not know it until you write a paper for your English class. Maybe you could be an 
innovator or an inventor — maybe even good enough to come up with the next iPhone or a new 
medicine or vaccine - but you might not know it until you do a project for your science class.

'and the best schools in the world 一 and none of it will matter unless all of you fulfill your

parents, grandparents and other adults; and put in the hard work it takes to succeed.

to start with the responsibility you have to yourself. Every single one of you has something

jlfto discover what that is. Thafs the opportunity an education can provide. Maybe you 
could be a good UTiter-maybe even good enough

innovator or an inventor — maybe even good enough to come up with the next iPhone or a

Maybe you could be a mayor or a Senator or a Supreme Court Justice, but you might not know 

with your life -1 guarantee that you'll need an education to do it. You want to be a doctor, 
teacher, or a police officer? You want to be a nurse or an architect, a lawyer or a member of our 
military? You're going to need a good education for every single one of those careers. You can't 
drop out of school and just drop into a good job. You've got to work fbr it and train for it and 
leam fbr it.... You,ll need the knowledge and problem-solving skills you learn in science and 
math to cure diseases like cancer and AIDS, and to develop new energy technologies and protect 
our environment You?ll need the insights and critical thinking skills you gain in history and

/





Dear Tyler,

-Tyler kitchen

Ay

I ,1 (,..

Someday.

Someday 1 will get my 

permit.
Someday I will graduate 

high school.

Someday I will go to 

college.
Someday I will get married. 

Someday I will have kids. 

Someday 1 will become an 

oncologist.

Someday I will travel.

Someday I will become 

successful.

Someday I will be proud of 

what I am doing with my 

life!

-Alexa Jarboe

I am writing you at this moment because I would like to 
talk to you. At this time, I plan to graduate high school in 
2017, attend Pitt University and then UPMC for college 
and Grad school to become a psychiatrist. Boy, you better 
hope this happened because if you didn't, you're in big, 
big trouble! Since this is only five years in the fiitiire, I 
should say that you should be on path to become a 
psychiatrist. I hope you are still a sarcastic person and 
didn't grow up in that sense. I really hope that you still 
hate cheese, because the thought of Tyler William 
Kitchen eating cheese makes me want to vomit. I can only 
imagine which people are important at your age. I would 
hope that it's still family and close friends. Well this is 
enough for you to read. Bye.



Grandfather

no

-Alexa Jarboe

I remember my grandfather.
I remember his dark hair and dark eyes.
I remember him sitting with me in the morning.
Watching T.V. with me and drinking coffee.
I remember how we wou1d always do stuff together 
matter what it was.
I remember you singing to me when I was sad or in a 
bad mood.
I remember you! And I always will.
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-Diana Rodriguez

As I stared off into the distance I saw 
it, the most beautiful thing I've seen in a 
long time, Everything seems so perfectly 
peaceful. The trees had a way of 
speaking to me. The way they moved in 
the wind, the way the wind blows on my 
hair swiftly, the way they flawlessly gaze 
up to the sun. I have a way of looking at 
things that makes them look better than 
what they are. For example a leaf, a 
simple leaf on the ground is not just a 
leaf, its life. You see, that leaf goes 
through a cycle just like we do. It grows, 
it lives, it can go off of the tree and 
soars through the sky. Sooner or later the 
leaf falls and slowly becomes aged, and 
then it dies like we do.

Crazy 
Opinionated 
Ridiculous 
Entertaining 
Y OUNGSTER

Miraculous 
Annoying 
Risk taking 
Italian 
Optimistic



Someday-Dear Future Me,

family.

-Tyler Kitchen

-present Brain Springer

-TYLEK KITCHEN

Someday I will get my license.
Someday I will graduate high school.
Someday I wi11 be the tai lest in my

THE BLOOD IS SO RED. 
IT LOOKS LIKE RED, RED SYRUP.

I R.EALLY HATE BLOOD.

Someday I wi11 become a psychiatrist.
Someday I wi11 go to a Steelers game
Someday I wi11 have better handwriting.

This is you five years ago. What are 
you doing with your life? Hopefully, 
you have graduated from high school and 
are on your way to a college for a 
college education. Are you better at 
dancing then you were when you were in 
Upward Bound? Are you still a beast at 
basketball like you were now? Did you 
ever enjoy writing? If so, please write 
back and tel 1 me how? Do you have any 
plans to run for President of the 
United States of America?





lam Kem 血Hare Alexa,

By Brain Springer

I am Polish and German.

I am the youngest sibling in my family.

I plan to become an engineer.

I am hoping to attend Penn State main.

I am in a dorm by myself.

I am not the writing type.

My favorite color is blue.

-present ABexa

My favorite superhero is Captain America, 

lam enjoying Upward Bound, 

lam hoping to get drafted into the NBA.

mey ABexai, Dww are ycu? 0-m sitting here in Lit Mas, 
anmoil o wrDttiirae tone letter thatycu nrcbably foreot that 
yom aflodl. Joust on case ycu did. ycu enicyed writing it 
oDtmcfl you hweci t© remember it and read it in the 
ffantaire. So, how was ercwine up? Was it as Great as you 
UGioaneDit mat it was ocin^ tc be? Did ycu ec to collefie 
听Ke ycu pHaiffiiiniedl? Off sc did ycu set into University cf 
Maio^DaiDiKd] DDBce you wanted to? B hone sc and I hcne ycu 
emoyed nt： 0 dcBin Ikimcw where ycu are in life rieht 
曲cwg QdoM a§ Pm sottano here writing this Better n hcpe 
UhMyoui have Qone to cclletse, loved scmecne, are still 
ffnemds with Jessie because she was cne cf the realest 
friemids ycm haidl. 0 Bicne ycur Diealth is ficcd, and that 
yean emey Dnfe aand live it tc the funDIest： 0 am alcinc weH 
Qin scBuccB irwwg tfnnuallBy a jiuiniicr! 0'm almcst there. A<y 
frnemidls are very limited now. Eut rm net seine tc eo 
mto aHeta祁 with that because ycu already knew what 
DiaiPHieiniecflo D hcoe tBnatyciu] are stilD close with niem. 
§he is €ne cf the realist friends that ycu wiDD ever 
have9 aiDidl D hene that ycu reaBnzed that and ycu still 
de.





T修匐而回©血眩备曹
FAVORITE MOMENTS

adjust to new living

on Asia's neck -

Morgan Reese
FAVORITE SAYINGS

Try stan RackhamAmy Hoover
缸 A a r- , Ashley ChavezCheyanna Derr

Alexis Guy
Andrew Lacina\\ 工 rtan

T/C SAYINGS ,J Ana Luna
Jekyra Rischer

''That's a write

ones not 
fortune cookie

T/C Tim
Emmanuel Edoukou

D。而血9脸回9偷r轮opp娉酬。困m feh® U9觎 
^d^]@© ⑨◎血a% 假◎bis。WGu妗回 Hie
网亢血立修同时。©『娃回曲qif She回◎殉e One

Shafe 应Dmu卜佟v K@ngw wQcJd b® 
q c^曲叫pi制 6© EimgllDsh bwt
此[he 洗u©版 qbh驳w©y。

''The greatest risks are the 
taken.z, -T/C Corey7 s

up." -Bridget

Seeing students 
situations -T/C Corey
Alexis putting Ice cream
Bridget
Kiara falling when she laughs -Everyone

''You're getting written up・" -Bridget 
''Keep the noise down" -Courtney 
''I used to think a thesaurus was a 
dinosaur." -Kiara
''So I was sitting there walking to class 
and then my ankle just gave out and forgot 
how to be an ankle.n -Brian with

















Dear Futui'e Morgan

Wishing you well,

Morgan Reese

Life
By Trystan Rackham

Hey, Morgan. Tm sitting in Lit Mag right 
now writing a

Hello, I* m Trystan and I' m going to speak freely. In 
the beginning of our life, we are automatically given two 
gifts. Life, our first breath, and death, our last breath. 
As humans, rulers of earth and inventors of everything we 
are, years and years of development. History has been made 
by us humans.

However, humans are weak. I am weak, you are weak, and 
we are weak. Our first gift of life can be so easily taken 
away. So live. Live and carry out the ambitions and 
aspirations you possess. Our minds are the strongest 
machines in the world, so us it to the best of your 
ability and go out there into the world and change it. 
Mold it. Earth is still ample and ready for our hands to 
leave our milestone in its crust.

Today is today and tomorrow is tomorrow. Live today 
productively. Whether that means talking to your friends 
or researching information, you influence everyone around 
you. So go out and live before that second gift.

letter to my future self. 
Remember that? I was thinking about what I 
want to do with life, and in all honesty, I have 
no clue. When did you figure out what you want 
to do? Are you still not sure? I mean, Tve 
thought about being a teacher and think thafs 
kinda cool, but finding a job is just so hard. 
Where M you go to college? Right now I feel 
like Misericordia would be cool... Do you still 
knit? Do you have the blanket you were 
working on in 2015 completed yet?







Poem 1:

Poem 2;

Aspirations and hopes,

That

SoBneday I will start Jiuiior year 
Sojneday I will graduate 

Someday I will become 18 
Someday I will become a doctor 

Someday I may have kids 
Someday I mil die 

Someday I become a diamond

THey CAN'T BREAK 
you.

goals and dreams
-----1 seems

Someday Poem 
By: Richard Mitkowsld

▲ ，o----------  33

This life is really not what it  
As we try to decide what to do 
To ourselves we must be true 
Realizing how we want to live

〜 一t we have to give 
d’kj . away

脆弥by：

Every time you close your eyes 
Your mind reveals a new surprise 

No matter whether if s dark or light 
It will entice you through the night 

Showing what is yet to come 
Or simply the places you are from 

This is something you all know 
And every morning must let it go

As\ ■
To ourselves
Realizing how v:

And showing what
.< v< 11CIV C

Pushing ourselves in such
Lat we grow nearer success everyday

you're A DIAMOND , 
DEAR



But, everyone expects

Or what you want to do with 

Next thing you know you're

Fire is red 
Water is blue 

Except the Susquehanna 
IT LOOKS LIKE POO!

People say to be ——―—
They tell you to join dubs yonjirsellff." 

You go. It's alrigllifi.
But you still haven't fours。youirseflffo 

They tell you to join a sp@irS: 
Then another

Next thing you know, y©u 如

勒C拔-此）ne物gm
Music is my Norite hobby

Music is my passion
Music is fee he就 to my beat • 

Masic is the sh? I fere^the
胸usic is the blood pumps feough my veins

Music mkes me feel alix>8

The Water's Truth 
By Richard Mitkowski

By: Victoria Now睡, - 、「
i D唧 g、

_ _ _ So you do more.
-__, -------- coirastairD^Oy bwsyAnd# reaHy don t know where 疽丛 
AndvneneryOneeXpectss@« 
And you II never just have "ygr$w."













Someday—

I know that no one

respect that he gave everything lor
Humanity is lost, but not realized

Katrina billon

no one

I see fear in the eyes of the lady down the 
street when he touches her
I hear screaming and crashing in the house 
down the street when I walk by
I know that no one will help her
Everyone sees the fear and hears her screams, 
but no one will save hor
Humanity is lost, but not realized

I know that no onev/ill help her 

w<ll help her 一~ ”

S®me(dlay D wiOO gradluate high school. 
Somedlay D woOO choose my major.

Somedlay II wiH go So college- 
Somedlay D wMD geft a job in my career field. 

Somedlay 0 wiOO become wealthy. 
Somedlay 0 wdDD itiraveB We woirllcO- 

Somediay 0 wdBD make a difference.

Everyone sees hw； sca^ 
^ure.butnoonew,Sheyare，orthe 
them ne^'l reassure and comfort
Humanity lost, but not realized

I see the dropout down the street being kicked 
out by her parents
! Jear h®r Egging for anyone to take her in 
I know that no one v/ill help her 
搽器摆严 how alone she is, but 

Humanity is tost, but not realized

Stas ndOW'WOpeoP|e«ng their 

=?膘5

Humanity is Los!

I $ee the homeless soldier curled up on the 
sidewalk everyday .....
I hear him crying out every mghl for his family 
that has deserted him
I know that no one v/ill help him 
Everyone sees him. but no one will give him the

I see the friendless kid on the floor, picking up 
his books while the others laugh
I hear him crying to everyone asking, pleading 
for someone to save him
I know that no one will save him
Everyone sees him crying in the comer, but no 
one v/ill give him a tissue*
Humanity is lost, but not realized
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70%严qn/u切诳…I'm eager碗*拔

-Lizbeth Torres
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,0M c^vh see

"7邛阑朔
WhoAm

3 tike, gMtt^ to tHe gym.
3 cun kind.

J Wee ta apend time with pdauh.
3 am loving.

3 血e tfie Wd初，Situe and 乎ivt*
3

3 (we, to 必 ten ta tnu^ic.
3 am caning.

3 tike ta ucluntee^.
J ant me.

i'wnww 
L

It 所可仆 not. k 伽“c" hit t^t's 
邮 vmte.fi ijou fcnpw?
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-Eusebio Huertero
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/VCSn时乱
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■S*沥p, I will have«

-Lizbeth Torres

They told me that the pants

pants with me. AVe walked in the bathroom and started changing

-Lizbeth Torres

When I Ripped My Pants 
By: Jillian Stobodzian

Capable of reading 
❶ rganized work 
Learning about yourself 
Leadership skills 
Efficient
Gaining knowledge 
Exciting

while this girl walked in and just watched us. A few weeks later,

room one
the time I ripped my pants.

noticed that Victoria had stashed the pants in the girls' locker 
day after school, and there they lie. So, yeah, that was

It was a regular school day, and I walked into my American Lit 
class, about to continue reading the play Our Town. I grabbed a 
book and sat on top of my chair, connected to my desk. I started 
sliding down from the top of my chair, when I thought I heard 

something rip. My friend Morgan asked if I farted, but then I felt 
the hole in the back of my pants. I said, <cNo, I ripped my pants." 
I didn,t think it was that bad, so I asked her to check my pants to 
tell me how bad it was and it turns out you could clearly see my 

underwear. Then, I had to go up to the nurse, and two people 
went up with me, but neither of them covered my butt, so I had 
to cover it with my hand, and failing. So everyone in the class 

saw my underwear.
I walked up to the nurse with my hand on my butt, and 

when I got there the nurse asked me what size I wore, I told her 
a 3, and she handed me a size 10. Not only were the pants huge 
on me, but they were the length of capris, and were wide at the 
bottom. I was also wearing boots that day, so it all just looked 
terrible. Then, when class was over, my friends started laughing. 
They told me that the pants were see-through, so I started 
bawling my eyes out. Luckily, though, Victoria offered to switch

SO；认由％....
I，i will 0gt t'Atz? hoiA/Or society.

人羽Qg, i will graduate high school.
二i will ao to college.

so认三以优z，
SOI
s。；，汕 u 

s-j
Sm/dp匕，i wilt Ww drecuujob.
Ss/AfrfzixS I will 72ll M love with a grefit 0u.y.

I wUl get earned.
y, ; .I：： a fhkw.iLy of /vty own



T/C Pete starter pack

Dear 2015 Lit Mag reader,

Happy reading!

Common side effects may include malfunctions, 
headaches, hair loss, and lesions. The Feed can also 
be hacked, and then end up being shut off. Once 
turned off, ifll take some time to get used to not 
being able to use the feed. If the feed is messed up, 
you can die.

The Feed 
By Amy Hoover

Before reading the next few entries, you must understand a few things. The 
UB students who took lit with Ms. Zerfoss were *forced* to read a novel 
called Feed, by M. T Anderson. Throughout this futuristic novel where the 
characters have a feed built into their heads, there is no need for hand-held 
technology, and gives you “everything you want before you know you want 
it," the reader goes through the daily life of Titus, a spoiled rich kid who can 
do whatever he wants, when he wants with his friends. One day, while 
hanging out on the moon to try to have fun, Titus notices a beautiful girl. 
Later in the novel you find out this girl is Violet. After they meet, the novel is 
almost all about Titus's relationship with her as her health declines because of 
a terrible hacking incident. The feed already causes harmful side effects, and 
things get worse.



Ravanna >^3/no\v5<i

-Violet

As all of you know Earth is damaged severely but we can fix it. All it

-Abby

we can

-Savanna Kalinowski

0

Iflll

0

0

Dear Titus,
I don't understand why you think so low of yourself. 

You have great potential yet you don't apply yourself. You 
might find it hard to believe but even your friends agree 
with me. Titus, you are capable of doing great things and I 
look forward to seeing all the great things you do. I believe 
in you Titus, keep thinking.

Pen and paper Messages
ATTENTION FEED USER: Have you recently lost the 

ability to move certain limbs? Have you experienced 

difficulty breathing? Do you experience memory loss? If 

so, you may be entitled to monetary compensation. 

FeedTech'sTM equipment has been known to malfunction 

inside the body, causing the symptoms listed above. If 

you believe you are entitled to financial compensation, 

please call 1-800-BAD-FEED today. That's 1-800-BAD- 

FEED.

UP all the trash laying around. If we 

all can get together and build and plant new buildings, trees, 

restore our earth. kMISS THIS

takes is just time and effort from the people. The first step in fixing the 

eanh would be replant. By replanting we can make the earth look a lot 

nicer. We also would need to clean



^e.ajL eo^po^aiionb,

with the feed. Now, first, what is the feed? Well, the feed, in simple

terms, is a life enhancer. Ifs a chip that is implanted in your brain at

birth that will let you chat anyone in the world, help your children in

school, and just make your life easier. It's like having a smartphone in

your brain! You don't even have to think; it thinks for you! But, with

great technology there will always be risks. Ifs not covered be medical

.dig bLiunbe!L caused 钮 the. feed.

By: Tiana Davis

Hi! My name is nino and I am here to talk to you about a life changing 

experience, the feed! Okay, now most of you are wondering what the 

feed is, how you get it, and all of the advantages you will experience

insurance, ifs a dangerous surgery with the possibility of death, and if 

the feed is not implanted at birth it is most likely going to kill you.

gZ/iaesg, 
-Coalition. of (fity.

in. a computed babe.. ate 
必将3, like, book' and animab that ^oa can 
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THINK BY ANDREW LACINA

do You Want to know how to change the World? think, every day we

STEP TO ANY SOLUTION IS TO UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM. HOW OFTEN DO WE

COMPLAIN AND MOAN WITHOUT A SINGLE THOUGHT ABOUT HOW TO FIX ANYTHING.

THOUGHT IS SUCH AN ABSTRACT IDEA. WHERE DOES IT HAPPEN? CAN WE FIND OUR

CONSCIOUS MIND? ITS NOT HARD TO DO THOUGH. FOR INSTANCE, HOW YOU'RE person, do what you like, not what the coi-porations tell you to like.

WONDERING WHERE YOUR THOUGHTS ARE, YOU CAN FEEL IT, RIGHT BETWEEN YOUR

EARS, BEHIND YOUR EYES. YOU CAN ALMOST HEAR THE WORDS COMING OFF THE
Andrew Lacina

paper. Whose voice is that? certainly not Yours, or is it? is the voice We

KNOW OUR BODIES* INITIATION OF WHAT'S INSIDE? SEE? IT*S NOT HARD.

NEVER STOP THINKING. IT DOESNT HAVE TO BE PROFOUND. YOU DONT NEED

TO THINK UP ANY INTENTIONS. JUST KEEP THAT BRAIN OF YOURS WORKING. THINK

ABOUT THE BIRDS, HO\V EVERYTHING THEY WANT TO SAY IS SUNG, LIKE A MUSICAL.

KEEPING OUR EYES ACTIVE IS A NECESSARY COMPONENT TO CHANGE.

UNDERSTANDUxG MUST COME FIRST, THEN SOLUTIONS. DONT HAVE A FIX FOR WORLD

HUNGER OR A CURE FOR THE COMMON COLD? THATS OKAY-KEEP THINKING

People of America! Look what has become of us! We are no longer individuals, 
but herds. The corporations are pushing us into groups our whole lives and we've 
been letting them! Tliey are taking away our personalities and making us all to be 
the same. Do we not have original ideas anymore? Are we all just going to 
continue on like this for the rest of our lives? How is being the same as eveiyone 
else fun? They say opposites attract, but if we're all the same what happens then? 
You all need to wake up! Open your eyes! Stand up against the corporations! Be 
your own person, do what you like, not what the corporations tell you to like. If 
we don't start trying to change ourselves soon, individuality will cease to exist.

The Solution 
By Amy Hoover

The feed is a wonderful device. It shapes everything we do from how we 

talk to each other to how we buy underwear. However, there is a potential 

for a number of adversely effects.
The feed is directly connected to your brain it can make you smell your 

grandmas* cookies or make it feel like your arm is on fire. Even a small 

malfunction can interrupt your heart-beat and cause serious problems. 

There have been instances of fingers going limp, but that's not all, as it 

have been reported in a number of patients that their lungs have stopped 

functioning. These patients were otherwise healthy, until 25 mal glitch 

ended their lives far too soon.
Everyone knows the benefits of the feed, but do they outweigh the risks?

SEE SO MANY PROBLEMS IN THE WORLD AND WONDER HOW TO FIX THEM. THE FIRST



Amy Hoover

The Destroyed World
Josafat Brito

\ I organ Reese

a

human kind, but hopefully I am proven wrong 

and the world will become big and strong.

This is a PSA regarding the well-being of the existing environment 

The Earth is becoming worse and worse as society grows. We can no 

longer actually swim in the ocean and have to wear hazmat suits on the 

beach. For the future generations, we need to clean up Planet Earth and 

make sure what is left of the earth is preserved.

Walking into the ocean. A toxic looking world 

from sea. Walked back to land, thinking how

much worse can this get. Every spot on this 

planet shows me that the world will continue to 

rot... But wait. Maybe if we stop dumping into 

oceans, cutting down trees and stop abusing 

resources we may just be able to save this 

chunk of rock. Unfortunately I have no faith in

Titus, you need to listen to Violet. Don't stop thinking. You hove the 
potential to be something great! Something different! Just look at 
yourself compared to your friends. You are unique. You actually 
have some original thoughts. Since you met Violet you've been 
seeing things differently. That's what society needs right now. 
Everyone is just one blob of a few thoughts, nothing can be created 
like that. Your society doesn't know it yet, but they need to start 
thinking for themselves soon or the corporations will take over their 
minds.

This is a PSA involving the dangers of having the feed. The feed, 

regardless of what the corporations are saying, can cause all kinds of 

health effects, including lesions and rnalfunctioning body parts. If you are a 

victim of these effects, don't hesitate to get yourself a lawyer and make 

lawsuit against the corporations. Thank you.



ALTHOUGH MOST PEOPLE ONLY KNOW THE 硼恤岫侦LH Mag Reader,

-BRIAN SPRINGER

Hi, I'm Alexa.

(®(©

-Alexa Jarboe

MH

Now that you've read everything, here's where you come in. in mis 
section, you can do whatever you please. There are some tilings for you to 
color ("because coloring is iun, right?”), a word search, and much, mucn 
more. The most important part of this section of the magazine, is that you 
have fun with it. so, feel free to be you and nil tnese pages with your 
“IMAGINATION. ”

POSITIVE FEATURES OF USING A FEED, THERE ARE 
SOME THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE FEED 
THAT YOU PROBABLY DON'T KNOW. FEEDS ARE 
GENERALLY SAFE. AS LONG AS THEY ARE PROPERLY 
PLACED INSIDE THE BODY BY A CERTAIN AGE, 
USUALLY BEFORE YOUR BRAIN IS FULLY DONE AND 
IT WON'T MESS UP YOUR BODY. FEEDS ARE ALSO 
able to be hacked if someone has the proper 
EQUIPMENT. ANOTHER PROBLEM WITH THE FEED IS 
THE ABILITY TO GO INTO MALL TO GET HIGH.

I'm here to talk to you about the feed. For you who don't know what 
the feed is it is something that is planted inside your head and it's like 
a phone but you don*t have to hold it in your pocket or worry about 
losing it. You can see whatever you want whenever you want and 
however you want. You may think that the feed is great and is all fun 
and games, but believe me it isn't, at all! There are so many dangers 
of using it. There is this one young girl who got the feed when she was 
7 and now she is on the verge of dying. I don't like the feed at all! 
That's why I don't have it, and I don't plan on getting it anytime soon. 
And I personally do not recommend you getting one. It will hurt you if 
you get it too late. It may not happen as soon as you get it but it will 
happen sooner or later.





Go ahead, start drawing!
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F U O B Q T K R I N U I O O O G V S

education 
memories 
upward bound 
friends 
knowledge 
classmates 
coffee house 
dorm room 
starfbx

donkey kong 
technology 
video games 
college 
control your destiny 
study lab 
homework 
submissions 
literature magazine

cafeteria food 
mario 
act
samus 
sat 
kirby
more than you know

Upward Bound Word Search
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